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Education Bachelor of Science in Industrial Design Spring 2016
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg, VA
Dean’s List: 2012-present 

Undergraduate Researcher: Virginia Tech Industrial Systems 
Engineering: Construction Safety
 Aug 2014 - present. Lead a team of undergraduates in user 
research, design strategy, layout, and human factors for ForeSite, a 
subcontractor worksite safety mobile application.

Undergraduate Researcher: Virginia Tech Electrical Engineering: 
Wearable Computing Lab
 May 2014- present. Researched, designed, and built the next 
iteration of VT’s Configurable Computing e-textiles jumpsuit. Improved 
spatial sensor connection through modeling and 3D printing; assisted 
other team members through user research and fabrication.

Game Manager and Field Supervisor: Virginia Tech Sports Clubs
 Aug 2012-present. Blacksburg, VA. Supervised and managed 
club sports practices, tournaments, and equipment and facilities. 
Assessed and treated sports injuries. Organized a yearlong leadership 
speaker series for athletes and officers; interviewed new hires for the 
department.

Apprentice: Charleston Stage Theatre Company
 2006-2011. Charleston, SC. Managed rehearsals and shows as 
a team. Trained in costume and set construction, props, lighting/sound, 
and ran monthly large-scale stage productions. Unpaid.

Other retail and hospitality experience: 
 Boone Hall Plantation (seasonal event guide, Charleston 
2009-2010) | Abide-a-While Garden Center (seasonal cashier, 
Charleston 2010) | Guy Harvey’s Island Grill (hostess, Charleston 2010-
2011) | Wild Dunes Resort (restaurant hostess and customer service 
representative, Charleston, 2011) | Virginia Tech University Bookstore 
(orientation rush cashier, Blacksburg summer 2012) | Triangle X Ranch 
(housekeeping/ranch upkeep, Wyoming summer 2013) | Barnes & 
Noble (holiday rush cashier, Charleston winter 2014) | Housekeeping & 
Babysitting 2010-present

Experience

Skills Windows, OSX, and Linux platforms:
Adobe InDesign | Adobe Photoshop | Adobe Illustrator | Microsoft Office 
Suite | Solidworks | Rhinoceros | Sketchup | Fusion 360 | Arduino

Fine Art & Prototyping Skills:
Pencil + ink drawing | Watercolor + acrylic painting | Photography | 
Graphic Design | 3D printing | CNC milling | Lasercutting | Vacuum 
forming | Sewing | Plaster, metal, wood, and foam modeling
Saws: Band, table, chop, jig, circular | Jointer + planer | Lathe
 
Certifications:
Red Cross: CPR | AED | Bloodborne Pathogens | First Aid | Childcare
ServeSafe: Food handling and safety
VT IRB: Human Subjects Protection in Research
CITI: Conflict of Interest in Research | Responsible Conduct of Research

Activities Alpha Rho Chi professional architecture and allied arts fraternity   
 2012-present
 Corresponding Secretary, 2013-14
Kappa Kappa Gamma national sorority 2012-present 
 Elected to PanHellenic Standards Committee and local   
 chapter standards committee
Industrial Designers Society of America
 Virginia Tech student chapter 2011-present
Virginia Tech Hokie Ambassadors (Admissions Rep. and Tour Guides)  
 2014-present
US Figure Skating Basic Skills Program
 Synchronized and solo performances 2006-present
Avid aquarium keeper: Corydoras catfish, Xiphophorus platies,   
 Palaemonetes shrimp, and bettas

Employee of the Month
 Virginia Tech Recreational Sports 2012 & 2013
Work showcased in Virginia Tech Perspective Gallery and Silhouette   
 Literary + Art Magazine
2013 Panel speaker for the Association for Authentic, Experiential, &  
 Evidence-Based Learning

Honors



My personal motivation in design is to pull from several influences in every aspect of my life. 
The first step in the process was leaving South Carolina to build my design education in Virginia.

 I have always tried to incorporate one activity into another, and learn from the interdisciplinary 
experience. My hobbies include getting emotionally invested in Game of Thrones, competitive 
figure skating, and maintaining an unhealthy amount of aquariums. At Virginia Tech, I have 
led two interdisciplinary undergraduate research teams outside of my college, and brought 
the influences of my fine art work and time as a rugby athletic trainer into my product design 
projects. I believe that an interdisciplinary group is the strongest possible, and am always 
looking for new opportunities to nuance my work and keep it dynamic. 



PERSONAL INTEREST
ink + watercolor bird studies



CONNECTIVE:
Aiding users with disabilities
With Ginny Adamson, Andrew Kimbro, and Matt Cox



Is the rapid, fatal deterioration of the neurons responsible for 
voluntary muscle control and muscle nutrition. It first affects 
fine motor skills, and later, large motor skills.

ALS also affects gait, speech, and swallowing and breathing; 
this ultimately immobilizes the afflicted, yet mental functions 
and senses are unaffected.

ALS affects around 20,000 to 30,000 people in the US alone. 
It affects anyone, regardless of demographic, geographic lo-
cation or socioeconomic status (although typically people be-
tween 40 and 60 years of age.)

Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis 
[Lou Gehrig's Disease]



User Persona: Carolyn
50 years old, and been diagnosed with ALS for two years.

Retired, on disability, but enjoys volunteer work.

Lives alone, and has no husband or children.

Lives in a close-knit suburb in the South.

Visits therapists and a specialist.

She must keep track of her diet, symptoms, and treatments, but is finding her 
daily tasks more difficult to manage. The specialist she sees seems too busy 
to do anything but manage medications.

Her dominant hand and gait are deteriorating.

She wants to stay active and on her own for as long as she can, but her 
friends and neighbors are starting to worry about her.

Initial questions:

What does the progression of Carolyn’s disease mean for her lifestyle?

She wants to remain active for as long as she can, but do her surroundings 
hinder her activities as her body deteriorates?



Understanding her issues

What are the common symptoms, issues, and problems that arise from ALS diagnosis?
What solutions exist for the complications of ALS, and how to they relate to each other?

Most products currently on the market are geared toward assisting the later stages of 
ALS (immobility and speech deterioration). This provides no moral or emotional support 
for patients in early stages.

PROBLEM SOLUTION

Lack of fine motor skills

Lack of large motor skills

Loss of speech

Loss of mobility

Loss of independence

Alienation

Feeling like a burden

Emotional depression

Treatment regimen

Diet

Wheelchair

Speech to text

Muscle recognition

Eye recognition

Schedule

Additional assistance

Unobtrusive physical appearance

Social interaction

Reminders

Exercise/ Physical therapy

Monitoring



We realized that the most important part of care for ALS patients is not curing symptoms, but 
rather helping them embrace their independence while they still are able to, physically. The so-
cial  aspect of her life is essential to her overall well-being, and the aspect of her life that will be 
missed the most as her condition deteriorates. With a mobile application and peripheral wear-
able device, we can unobtrusively facilitate communication between Carolyn and her personal 
network of friends and caretakers.

Through this communication, it will be simple and efficient for the people in Carolyn’s life to care 
for and interact with her, without sacrificing Carolyn’s pride and sense of privacy and indepen-
dence. While our design will focus on bringing Carolyn closer to the people around her, it will, in 
turn, will allow them to be more invested in her routine, easing their worry.

Communication Calendar of Events

Updates/Alerts

CAROLYN fFRIENDS



Using the “yes” and “no” buttons and voice commands, 
Carolyn can receive and respond to messages and calls 
without retrieving her phone.

Carolyn can send either “pulses” or “alerts” by holding down 
the “yes” or “no” buttons, respectively.

More activities will reduce her isolation, benefitting 
her emotional health, and a calendar keeping track of 
those activities will allow her to plan ahead and make 
accommodations.

Carolyn’s friends can continue to message or call her from 
their phones as usual, whether it’s to set up plans, chat, or 
check on her health.

These updated will be reflected in the “Carolyn” icon users’ 
phones, with her friends receiving an actual message when an 
alert is sent out.

In planning more events and outings with Carolyn, her friends 
will find it efficient and easy to help her as she loses mobility 
and motor skills.

Carolyn's friends stay updated on 
her well-being, putting their minds at 
ease:

Carolyn can access basic phone 
functions on the go without the use of 
fine motor skills:New text message from Martha: “I’m 

out front”

“Save new event: lunch with Martha, 
March 24th”

Carolyn’s friend Martha comes to pick her up for lunch Carolyn grabs her purse and everything she needs They ride along, chatting and arguing over directions

They arrive at the Cafe, which is their favorite They enjoy their lunch And when it’s over, make plans to have lunch again



New text message from Martha: “I’m 
out front”

“Save new event: lunch with Martha, 
March 24th”

Carolyn’s friend Martha comes to pick her up for lunch Carolyn grabs her purse and everything she needs They ride along, chatting and arguing over directions

They arrive at the Cafe, which is their favorite They enjoy their lunch And when it’s over, make plans to have lunch again

Storyboarding

To better understand how our service fit into Carolyn’s daily life, our team extensively storyboarded  her potential interac-
tions ConnecTive. To the left are some of our original ideas, and to the right are more refined concepts. The board shows 
what Carolyn is doing at that point in her day, and explicitly how the device would assist her.



Market Insights
Wearable Technology

As shown in our previous product research, wheelchairs, lift 
vests, physical therapy, speech assistance, touch-to-voice 
translators (such as the popular text to speech), and commonly 
seen muscle-controlled devices are some of the current items 
on the market directed to those diagnosed with ALS.
We looked to the wearable technology industry to insights for 
our wearable peripheral device.

Fitness monitors - PC Fitness
A band monitoring heart rate 
with current notification.
www.pcmag.com

Shine
A new multi-versatile activity 
tracker.
www.ecouterre.com.

Fitness Tracker- Jawbone
Sleep tracking, calories, steps, 
time, and activity tracking.
www.amazon.com

Galaxy Gear - Samsung
A blood preasure monitor with 
wireless conection.
www.techcrunch.com. 

Google Glass alternatives
Wireless smart interface. 
www.digitaltrends.com

Gear Fit- Samsung
Heart rate monitor, activity 
tracker. 
www.uncrate.com

Cuffs wearable jewelry tech
Wearable, fashionable, trend-
ing assistive technology.
www.bits.blogs.nytimes.com.



The device

We wanted our device to be a mixture of wearable technology and usability-
conscious design. The bracelet should be large and solid enough to be easily 
maneuverable and usable for a user without fine motor skills, but also contain 
delicate technology.

Our team decided on a large bangle style bracelet for ease of 
taking on and off, and to accommodate the use large buttons 
or screens with broad motor skills. The device interacts with 
Carolyn via a large push button and speaker.



Our application is a blend of health 
monitoring and social interaction, 
providing a simple and tactful 
venue for communication.



Walkthrough of account creation:

Signing up, creating a user profile, accessing the main calendar 

function and daily activity listviews.

Use of the 7 Principles of Universal Design:

1. Equitable use

2. Flexibility in use

3. Simple + inuitive use

4. Perceptible information

5. Tolerance for error

6. Low physical effort

7. Size + space for approach + use



Calendar, listview, contact 
information, and notifications:

Below: Our unique circular calendar view. As the patient/user’s day 
goes along, their contacts can view which activities the patient has 
participated in or skipped. This helps the network keep track of 
missed appointments, daily schedules, and other essentials, which 
in turn reflects upon the patient’s emotional well-being.

Right, top to bottom: An at-a-glance list view of the day’s activities, 
important contacts, and notifications. The network will be alerted 
when the patient/user misses important items, like appointments, 
or when they skip multiple activities in a row. Manually entered 
alerts, like holding down the button on the device to send a panic 
signal, will be kept as a log on the day as well. 



Other interface projects: TEL



Tel is a service and mobile application, designed to answer the 
question "how can we address social and emotional isolation in 
older adults (65+)?”. It connects independent living seniors with 
people in their community who share their interests; these user 
groups include high schoolers looking for community service 
hours, school groups, scout troops, churches, families, etc. 

Tel uses a simple, pre-set matrix of interests to connect users through such categories as hobbies, 
career, sports, travel, and education. Potential connections appear via a basic feed from which 
the user can locate profiles, messages, maps, and more. Users can designate communication 
preferences (call, snail mail, video chat), search by proximity, access town event calendars, and 
post photos to their profile of previous meetups. The functionality of the app lies in its simplicity; 
there are no pages to “like”, no posts to share, and nothing to purchase.

Our app will be completely free, without in-app purchases, paywalls, or payment-locked 
features to maximize usability; to support our application’s server fees, ads would be integrated 
nonobtrusively into users’ news feeds. We want to avoid confusing or frustrating users with 
popup ads that must be closed, or that play videos or noise, so ads will be text and picture 
based. Advertising in niche markets is a huge and lucrative venture; niche social networks allow 
advertisers to tailor their content to maximize their profits and relevance.



Application navigation models

Left: Interest matrix, accessed when account is first  
         created or from settings menu.
Below: Interaction feed, profiles and menus.



FORM PROJECTS
material | fabrication | iteration | analysis | context



Linear flow: Construct an expression of true linear flow, fair (free of extraneous bumps or hollows) in all aspects. All iterations and 
final product were produced by soaking basswood veneer and bending it as it dried to create graceful curves.

Linear tecto: Capture the transition between differing tectonic planes. This project was an exercise in creating friction joints in 
wood (dado joint, rabbet joint, corner bridle joints, etc.) I used a small variation of a slot and rabbet joint to create a “walking” 
construct in poplar wood.

Linear forms



Construct an expression of planar flow; express fluid transitions and subforms within the plane. 
Consider fair curves, defining volume, and spine. I constructed several iterations in polystyrene 
over simple armatures on the vacuum forming press, and sketched on and trimmed away the 
gratuitous plastic. Final models were finely sanded and painted matte white.

Planar forms



Construct a vessel for storing, serving, and presenting dry or wet goods. My final model is a 
handheld vessel for dry foods readily available in a kitchen, such as spices or nuts. The majority 
of my iteration was done in solidworks and full-scale prints. The final iteration was CNC milled 
out of 4” aluminum stock, then lightly sanded and finished. Currently traveling in the Virginia Tech 
Industrial Design FORM: Line-Plane-Solid Exhibition.

Vessel



Design a platter for presenting and serving, with considerations for fair curves and tectonic 
conditions. My platter is inspired by particulate Southern food, like succotash and hoppin’ john. 
The bottom is designed with hull-like fair curves to fit comfortably in the palm of one’s hand. The 
final piece was CNC milled out of cherry wood, then sanded and finished with wax and shellac. 
Currently traveling in the Virginia Tech Industrial Design FORM: Line-Plane-Solid Exhibition.
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Mary Lee Carter
Roto iteration

Feb 2014

Construct and expression of rotational form, utilizing fair curves. Cut the form; reassembling 
the sections must show a shift in the spine or axis. After sketching and subsequently iterating 
in Fusion 360, I created dozens of green foam models. From those models, I cut a 6x6” block of 
cherry wood on a lathe, then cut it and sanded the pieces. The final form suggests a continuous 
curve interrupted only by the nesting quality of the two pieces.

Rotational form



SEAT
SURFACE
STORAGE

With Patrick Walraven



Create a seating object with strong 
considerations for surface and storage. 

Our inspriation was a nesting aesthetic- we wanted to seats to 
store themselves. Paper models proved essential for our team 
due to the geometric nature and complication junctions of our 
designs. The seats’ nesting design was developed through 
several iterations of chipboard and bristol scale models as we 
considered the interior and leg conditions of the chair.



We created some initial sketches, but the bulk of our ideation was done through 20+ cardboard, chipboard, 
and bristol paper 1/4 scale models. We discovered that digital modeling didn’t help us work through the 
toughest parts of the design: the conditions of the legs’ undersides and the corner points where 5 planes 
of the chair come together. Once we had a solid idea in paper, we moved to chipboard and cardboard of 
varying thicknesses and scales to test the idea’s feasibility and aesthetics.



Build
Built in one week, the chairs consist of 3 different sets of 
pieces, each with their own complex set of angles. Each piece 
was cut on the table saw, then cut again as we adjusted the 
saw angle for every specific angle. 

Custom gluing jigs were set up for each different piece, and 
the chairs were glued in three phases. After gluing, all faces 
and edges were sanded and waxed.
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THANK YOU!
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